
Dear Friends at the FTC

All I am worry about is those e mails that DO NOT
have below the link to click if you want not to get
no more.
In other words I am not against spam or any kind of
ads,porno or not.
If the reciever does not want them then he/she can
click on the link below so no more e mails will be
sent

Now that works pretty well,they do not send you
nomore.
But the problem I have is that some e mails keep on
coming and there is NO WAY to stop them:no links
below.

I have yahoo mail and put the spam guard on.
All it does is put them in the bulk, instead of the
IN BOX. But they still take a lot of space form my 
mail box.I told yahoo mail webmaster that they should
up date the e mail in a way, that when a consumer
marks the SPAM box in the e mail, THAT E MAIL ADDRESS
MUST'be blocked and no e mailes recieved.
If there is a link below , no problem.

But if there is no link below, then WHAT?

Are we going to recieve this ads for ever taking more
space on my mail box?

Let me tell you something very interesting:
First they started with one a day and i let it go.
After a few weeks they did increase to several a day
and then i was able to cancel them all,by clicking
on the link below.But then, when everything was xld, I
start recieving the ones without the link below and
they come several a day now...
So as you see it looks that they do it in revenge
because I xld the first ones....

This is going too far I think.

Any comments?

Thanks and regards

Hugo Saldias
Co
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